Practice
No clear evidence of increased compulsory licensing activity in courts "Stealth" licensing
•But subtle measures that enlarge scope or reduce threshold for intervention under exceptions 1 and 2
• Policy calls to « flexibilise » compulsory licensing in international trade circles • Legal doctrines that ease application of antitrust enforcement in patent-intensive sectors
•Instruments
• Soft law • Settlements and transactions • Press releases • Sunshine regulation
•Combination of discrete measures that altogether create a patent-adverse climate
« FLEXIBILITY » UNDER TRIPS
Inception of flexibility doctrine WTO Doha declaration in 2001: There should be "a right of WTO members to use, to the full, the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement, which provide flexibility for this purpose". Public health purpose, for « least-developed countries » Turned into practice in Africa, Asia and India re AIDS treatment Extension of flexibility doctrine • Patent holder will not seek injunctions on SEPs encumbered by FRAND with licensees that adhere to the following licensing framework
• 12 months negotiation period
• Third party determination if negotiations break down (court or arbitration)
•Merger control settlements 
BLACK SWANS IN ECONLIT
A black swan is "An event that comes as a surprise, has a major effect, and is often inappropriately rationalized after the fact with the benefit of hindsight" "Recently, I was in China attending a conference and meeting with Chinese competition officials. At the conference, I heard people claim that the United States has a wellestablished essential facilities doctrine, which is not exactly correct. In addition, it was suggested that when read in light of this doctrine, the FTC's Google decision implies that a SEP is an essential facility and an unreasonable refusal to license that SEP constitutes monopolization. It was further suggested that the best remedy for monopolization with a SEP would be compulsory licensing because permitting more parties to use the SEP would facilitate competition. This is not a correct reading of relevant U.S. law or, in my opinion, of the FTC's decision in Google" 
